Convivial Book Group Summer Share 2016 (in no particular order)

Chris Bohjalian, *The Guest Room* (suspense fiction – local setting)
Robert Galbraith, *Career Of Evil* (mystery – Corman Strike series bk #3)
Elsa Hart, *Jade Dragon Mountain* (historical mystery - China)
Oliver Sacks, *Gratitude* (memoir)
Jessica Brockmole, *Letters From Skye* (historical romance – letters)
Mary Ann Shaffer, *Guernsey Literary And Potato Peel Pie Society* (historical romance – letters)
Caroline Clarke, *Postcards From Cookie* (memoir)
Ron Chernow, *Alexander Hamilton* (biography)
Bill Bryson, *The Road to Little Dribbling* (non-fic / travelogue)
Daniel James Brown, *The Boys In The Boat* (non-fic / history)
Jonathan Franzen, *Purity* (contemporary fiction / dark humor)
JoJo Moyes, *Me Before You* and *Me After You* (fiction / love story)
Peter Mayle, *A Year In Provence* (memoir / travelogue)
Santa Montefiore, *Sea Of Lost Love* (historical mystery)
Kathryn Stockett, *The Help* (historical fiction - America)
Leon Uris, *Trinity* (historical fiction - Ireland)
Nuel Pharr Davis, *Lawrence and Oppenheimer* (non-fic / history – biography)
Simon Mawer, *The Glass Room* (historical fiction – WWII - Germany)
Tom Brokaw, *A Lucky Life Interrupted : A Memoir of Hope* (multiple myeloma)
Natalie Baszile, *Queen Sugar : A Novel* (contemporary South)
Bronco H. Crooke, *Nurturing the Human Spirit Through Character Development* (non-fic / spiritual)
Betty Anne Hennings Jackson, *Girl, Don’t You Jump Rope! A Memoir* (1940’s Chicago)
Dr. Rev. Cassandra White, *Biographical Sketch Of Surviving A Life Of Shattered Dreams* (memoir)
James Patterson / David Ellis, *The Murder House* (suspense fiction)
C.S. Lewis, *Mere Christianity* (non-fic – theology)
Per Patterson, *Out Stealing Horses: A Novel* (fiction – Norway)
Susan Richards, *Saddled: How A Spirited Horse Reined Me In And Set Me Free* (non-fic / alcoholism)
Tea Obreht, *The Tiger’s Wife* (historical fiction / magical realism – Balkan’s)
Jess Walters, *Beautiful Ruins* (historical romance / Italy )
Paula McLain, *Circling The Sun: A Novel* (historical romance – Kenya)